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Critical areas

Telecommunications
Telephony - Intercom
Watches - Signalling - Acoustic

TELEPHONY

TELEPHONY

Critical

Benefiting from the experience gained
since 1909, LELAS phones show exceptional
quality and resistance in all environments:
climatic, chemical, vandalism, clean room
(international standards ATEX) and for all
technologies (GSM, IP, analogue switched
CB or LB) with a complete range of suitable
boxes.

SIGNALLING
& ACOUSTIC

PA/GA SYSTEM
INTERCOM

areas Telecommun
SIGNALLING
& ACOUSTIC

To improve communication, LELAS
has created a whole range
of equipment to adapt to all
environments: flashing beacon,
howlers, amplified speakers,
headphones, display, relays,
remote controls...

INTERCOM

PA/GA SYSTEM

Adopting the same features as phones, LELAS
Our PAGA systems, specially
intercom systems can be adapted to the
developed for the industry,
most precise needs of all civilian and military
in conjunction with our
organizations: factories, hospitals, refineries,
intercom and telephone
railway stations, airports, railways, ports, canals,
networks will enable you
Agglomerations.
to secure your broadcast
IP or long range analog, mono or multichannel ,
and alarm functions in all
open or centralized, LELAS systems already secure
circumstances.
the communication of thousands of sites (with
specialized calls, general calls, alarms, memories,
remote monitoring etc)

ACCESSORIES

nications
ACCESSORIES

LELAS offers a wide range of accessories
to facilitate your communications in all
circumstances: stainless steel and composite
acoustic hoods, pedestrian terminals, vehicles,
solar, call box, emergency stop “punch” button.

WATCHES

areas Telecommu
WATCHES

Legacy of the French watchmakers LEPAUTE and
ATO integrated in LELAS, our range of digital and
analog clocks can be integrated in all industrial,
naval, explosive environments.

PRESENTATION
Since its inception in 1909, Le Las has set itself
aim of solving problems of communications in
the most difficult environments. The equipment
of the fleet of the Navy to firedamp mines in the
beginning, Le Las extended its experience and
dynamism to the most varied environments, sea,
rail transport, ports and airports, chemical plants,
oil or simply urban, energy sectors, laboratories
and hospitals, civil and military administrations,
etc ...
According to the certified ISO 9001 quality
procedures, totally computerized design and
manufacture services adapt the most recent
technical inputs (like already GSM or voice over
IP) in a full range. The development of electronic
and mechanical modules allows us to offer a
wide range of easily customizable products for
the most reduced costs..

Strengths
Over 100 years of experience, dynamism
and expansion !Continuous innovation and
mastery of the most efficient technologies
for secure communication.A unique
reference due to the synergy of the 5 leading
companies in their field.

HISTORIC
LE LAS group was created in 1909 with vocation
to ensure the security of communications
and signals in difficult environments, with
the main markets :Navies and merchant :
shunting telephony and rescue, transmitting
orders.Collieries : security phones and
telecommunication.

Hence the natural development of expertise
focused on the safety of voice and data
communications.Le LAS group specializes
in major areas of action of the world of
secure communication.
A reference that relies on big brands trust.
Local Communities, ADP, RATP, Autonomous
Ports, Brussels Metro, are concrete examples.
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